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vector logo
Your logo is a workhorse for your brand. It visually
represents you. It should never appear fuzzy, blurry, or
pixelated no matter the application.
Digital drawings can be made with pixels or dots. A
vector logo is made up of dots. This allows it to look
great at a variety of sizes. You can use vector logos on
small promotional items like business cards, pens, and
letterheads or use it in large applications like billboards or
vehicle wraps. If you are using a non-vector logo, you’ll need
to redraw your logo to size for each application to ensure it
always looks its best, costing you time and money.

make it happen
Verify it is a vector logo by enlarging
your logo to a ridiculos size.
Does it still look great or did it get
pixelated and blurry?
If it is pixelated or blurry - your logo is
not vectored.

brand typography
Fonts are a powerful part of your visual identity. They
should be consistent and easy to read while amplfiying
your message.
Typically you’ll have one font assigned to your headings,
another for the body of your text, and on occasion you’ll
have one or two accent fonts for visual interest and
attention.
Avoid legal issues and be sure you are using your font
licenses correctly.

make it happen
Double check the permission to use your
fonts. Some fonts are free and others
require licenses.
There are licenses for general use,
website use, and even commercial use.
If you are unsure, check with a graphic
design professional, they’ll be able to
help you understand your fonts.

brand colors
Whether you are working with one core brand color or a
collection to define your brand personality there are three
color codes important to your design success across all
platforms. They are HEX, RGB, and CMYK. Make sure you
have these codes available for each color in your brand kit.
+ HEX codes are used in HTML and CSS. They begin with
the # sign and are 6 characters long.
+ RBG codes are supported colors across all browsers. They
are made up of percentages of red, blue and green colors.
+ CMYK codes are the combination of the four colors: cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black. These are the four basic colors
layered together in the printing process to create color.
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